
In this experiential two-day clinic you will gain awareness for our horses on a whole new level. 
We'll be looking at our horses' lives from their point of view, by exploring their basic needs & how
they cope with domesticated life. By growing our awareness of the stressors & challenges, we can
support them consciously with gentle bodywork. 

Introducing Conscious Bodywork will help your beloved animal to stay healthy, more relaxed, and
content. I have found that regular bodywork complements the treatments of most equine
specialists and it initiates a deep connection between yourself & the horse.  

This is not "just a course" but a path to transforming horse-human relationships. I believe that
being in service to these beautiful Souls will shift the way humanity & animals relate to each other.  

Open to 6 - 10 horse lovers & guardians. 

We will be allowed to work with the wonderful herd at Equiessence in Tokai.
No previous bodywork experience is required.   

Introduction to Conscious Bodywork
CONSCIOUS HORSEMANSHIP SERIES

BRINGING AWARENESS & RELAXATION INTO YOUR HORSE'S LIFE

2 DAY CLINIC

Conscious Bodywork
     Sat, 20 Nov - 10 AM to 2 PM
    Sun, 21 Nov - 10 AM to 1 PM

   
YARD: EQUIESSENCE, TOKAI
 + online follow up session 
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The workshop with Anne was such a lovely experience, allowing us to broaden our understanding of the
relationships we have with these magnificent animals in an accepting and supportive environment. This
truly special approach to horsemanship was taught by the most wonderful teacher, Anne, whose lovely
and open demeanor made the experience that much more enjoyable. 

We began the day listening to Anne’s friendly and relatable tales and explanations, before moving on to a
peaceful bodywork session. Anne’s teachings reminded us to be appreciative of these wonderful animals
and the sacrifices they make on a daily basis in order to fulfill our needs - which is often something we take
for granted as horse riders and handlers. This workshop is definitely something that I would highly
recommend 

Some shared impressions from our last workshop: 

Horses and their basic needs & birth rights
Introduction to the Nervous System: how stress & tension builds in the life of
domesticated horses 
Exploring the difference between behaviour, personality & soul essence
The impact of expectations vs. intention in our relationship with horses

How to spot tension in the horse 
Introduction to Conscious Bodywork (How-To)
Practicing on horses

GROWING AWARENESS (Teachings & Mediations)

ENHANCING RELAXATION (Practical Hands-on Work)

AFTERCARE SESSION & ONGOING SUPPORT

WhatsApp Anne - 082 060 5209
Email - anne@equinehealing.co.za

Workshop topics & experiences:

Booking:

Handout & Essential Oil Mix 
Aftercare: One additional Q&A session 
Light Lunch, Snacks & Tea

I am so looking forward to this experience with you. 

Staša, Constantia August 2021 

ABOUT ANNE WEBSITE INSTAGRAM FACEBOOK

Much Love, Anne 

INCLUDING: 
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